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Insomniac

Magazzino is pleased to present Insomniac, Vincent Darrè’s 
first solo exhibition at the gallery. 

An admirer of Dalì, Magritte and Cocteau, Vincent Darrè 
always brings dreamlike feelings to his unique collection of 
furniture. Extravagance, a sense of humor and an eclectic 
irony become the trademark of his entire artistic production.

He began his career in fashion, to finally embrace 
interior design and decorative arts. In 2009, after a solo 
exhibition in Toulun Art Museum, he created Maison 
Darré, driven by the desire to develop a new vision for 
the decorative arts. The maison would not exist without 
artisans who give to all the furniture the magic of their 
know-how. The pieces created here thus bear the mark of 
the hands of artisans, and refer to an imaginary past and 
to a theatrical way of life that distinguishes its founder.

Darré embodies a timeless French luxury in his collections. 
Memories and childhood inspire his work. On a trip with 
his mother to Italy, Darrè discovers the Baroque and its 
phantasmagoric references, the gaze of the monsters of 
Bomarzo and the grotesque fountains of Villa Lante. These 
gardens full of symbols and irrational follies, that yet are 
almost forgotten by modernity, have fascinated him ever since.

With Insomniac, Darrè presents a series of objects that seem 
to materialise directly from a dream. The particular creative 
process of the designer relies on surrealist automatism: the 
images created by the unconscious during the twilight sleep 
phases, concretize in objects truly singular in nature. Lamps, 
tables, chairs and book shelves take animal or anthropomorphic 
features, they dialogue with each other and establish surreal 
relationships animating the spaces of the gallery. The colors 
of his collections are rich, his pieces are unmistakable and 
always unique, and they encourage every visitor to move from 
one magical atmosphere to another. His collection is a formal 
invitation to entertain lively and irreverent conversations.



Observed by the Narcissus mirror with the 
ying and yang profiles of gilded wood that 
infinitely reflect their gaze pierced with a 
cord, hung like trophies on a key to dreams.

An eternal golden circle rises in the 
sky, carrying with it two white chalk 
cornucopias, an illuminated aroma 
that thus forms a Vertigo chandelier.

On the floor, a mouse laughs at seeing 
itself so pretty, its dark bronze form it 
lights up by candlelight. The fish tries 
to imitate him, almost choking on its 
candle, more used to water than fire. 
Its green scales, bronze with golden 
reflections desperately call for its com-
panion, the Ostrich which sports the 
best carving, protecting its egg with am-
ber reflections by a verdigris feather. 

She loses her mind despi-
te her incandescent flame.
A white and black ceramic horse sti-
cks its head out of the wall to light up 
our foggy anxieties like a lantern in the 
twilight. The Pegasus wall lamp may fly 
away. The dream comes to an end and 
I am carried away in a frenzied rodeo 
on the Buffalo buffet of blond wood 
trying for the last time not to fall I 
wake up amazed in my crumpled sheets.

Vincent Darré

We have, I think, two parallel lives.
The first during the day, in the eyes 
of all, the second, more mysterious, 
at night, made of dreams, nightma-
res and insomnia. From these moonlit 
dreams, unknown lands open to us. 
Sometimes I return to wander in palaces 
whose corridors I know, outside the truth 
where unconscious invention borders on 
psychoanalysis peopled with chimeras. 

My obsessions spin in my head 
and haunt my sleepless nights. 
By clinging to these fantasies I built a 
collection guided by automatic writing 
to transcribe this subconscious to the 
present and turn the dream into reality.
The Mirage floor lamp, a column of 
corrugated plaster so asymmetrical 
curves are sheltered by a straw shade 
flying from its own waves to the soul.
The snakes slip into our subcon-
scious, erotic symbols, they transform 
here into a seat, the Serpentine chair. 
With a mythological allure, two bronze 
reptiles intertwine to welcome a nebulous 
passing through its studded leather straps. 
Four burnished bronze cobras intersect 
to support a veined marble slab, thus for-
ming the Hedonist coffee table, Alexandria 
Quartet where Justine could lose her mind.

Strange figure reminiscent of Easter 
Island or the Aztec pyramids, white pla-
ster phantoms crouch on the floor to tran-
sform into Tabu bookshelves or bloom 
cacti in their brain drained of black ideas.



Pegasus

2019

Glazed ceramic

80 x 25 x 30 cm



Miroir narcise

2019

Gilded wood, mirror, rope, ron

98 x 4 x 80 cm



Miroir narcise

2019

Gilded wood, mirror, rope, ron

98 x 4 x 80 cm

 



Lampe mirage

2020

Plaster, gilded wood, rush

55 x 33 x 178 cm



Lampe mirage

2020

Plaster, gilded wood, rush

55 x 33 x 178 cm



Bibliotheque Totem

2019



Bibliotheque Totem

2019

Plaster

147 x 131 x 50 cm



Bibliotheque Totem

2019

Plaster

130 x 50 x 147cm



Lustre vertigo

2020

Brass, plaster

70 x 30 x 100 cm



Lustre vertigo

2020

Brass, plaster

70 x 30 x 100 cm



Buffet Buffalo

2019

Wood, steel

124 x 152 x 87 cm



Buffet Buffalo

2019

Wood, steel
124 x 152 x 87 cm





Souris

2020

Bronze médaille

20 x 10 x 9 cm



Autruche

2020

Bronze, verdigris patina

25 x 12 x 18 cm



Autruche

2020

Bronze, verdigris patina

25 x 12 x 18 cm



Espadon

2020

Bronze, verdigris patina

20 x 7 x 18 cm



Espadon

2020

Bronze, verdigris patina

20 x 7 x 18 cm



Chaise Serpentine

2020

Bronze, leather

52 x 76 x 105 cm



Chaise Serpentine

2020

Bronze, leather

52 x 76 x 105 cm



Table Hedoniste

2020

Bronze, Brown forest marble

100 x 100 x 48 cm



Table Hedoniste

2020

Bronze, Brown forest marble

100 x 100 x 48 cm



Janus

2020

Céramique Emaillée

28 x 123 x 70cm


